




Renewal of the Product Offer for a reinvented creative 
market

Decryption of the major underlying trends in the 
GlobalSwimwear and Lingerie market,
understand the material, colour, shape and pattern 
aspirations for Winter 22-23,
through an analysis of new Lifestyle behaviours.



We are at a turning point for the raw 

materials industries, with a general 
awareness of the climate, working 

conditions, the need to give meaning to 
purchases and respect for animals, 

humans and the planet. 



This period allowed everyone to become 
aware of the world and the values that we 
now wish to embody. The lingerie universe 
is the first sector after cosmetics to realize 
the challenges that are at stake and to take 

radical action for an innovative industry.



Our outfits are becoming more hybrid, 

have to adapt to all times of the day.

Many companies now share the work 
week between office and 

telecommuting. These new moves 
change our dressing room, our 

requirement to be comfortable, to be 
able to sit cross-legged but also to 

remain chic and visible for the upper 
body.

#hybrid



Women are socially engaged !

For the rights of women and also, because they are generous and 
mothers, they are committed to respecting others as animals. 

Therefore the 
manufacturing 

processes must be 
respectful of all 

forms of life. 

It is committed to 
the planet and they 

are among the 
most ethically 

committed early 
consumers. 



#combine

This is why the outfits become 

a hybrid between comfort and 
chic to deal with all situations: 

yoga classes, video 
meetings…

This period of health 
crisis has reinvented the 
way we work and dress.

Women now want to 
combine comfort, 

femininity, efficiency at 
work and social and 

physical life.



- This notion of well-being reinvests our daily life.
- By changing the way we work.

- By moving in the days to make room for life.
- Lingerie must embrace us, comfort us, curl us up to become a lingerie of 

pleasure-to-wear ! 

We are therefore going to 
discuss the various 

underlying trends that 
emerge from new 

attitudes on a daily basis.



bi-material bodysuits with worked 
necklines for new looks

1 // Lingerie for all occasions:
the body between lingerie 
and ready-to-wear

- The body comes back as a piece for all occasions and which can be 
combined with everything: jeans, skirt, dress ...

- Combining femininity, comfort and allowing studied and worked tops. 



#comfortable

#mix of materials 
and yarns

The the body is intended to be bi-material, for 
good support and comfort on the buttocks and 

more fantasy and flexibility on the chest.

It is suitable for all body types and can easily be 
combined with a jacket or jeans.

The body is also a piece of lingerie that is 
pleasant to wear.  



lisa marie fernandez
kat the label

For the bodysuit, the line between 
pret-à-porter, beachwear and 

lingerie is very thin.

It is primarily intended to be 
comfort and most of the time it is 
in color ranges of tinted neutrals, 

to match everything.



#necklines

etam

zara joah brown

The bodysuit is as much an evening garment as it is a daytime 
garment. 

It can be worn in layers. 

And it corresponds to a real process of keeping things 
simple and dressed !

Simplicity is the key to this piece which allows overall 
body support and takes care of the bust to enhance it. 



#bi-material

superbe

icone

It can be worn in the evening like these 
fabulous bodysuits from the @Superbe 

brand which stand out for the mix of 
materials: velvet and satin or silk or even 

as @Icone.

It can be worn very 
simply with jeans and it 
is all on its own: a party 

!
The bodysuit here 

becomes an evening 
outfit on its own.



#evening dress

The model making of the bodysuits the redesign in bi-material

by drawing the top like a shirt, a party top ...

The bodysuit is no longer the simple piece, only inspired by the dance outfit but in itself is an evening dress ! 



Ysé etam

#mix of techniques

Necklines become very important, more and more 
visual.

The mix of materials or techniques underline the 
neckline which, moreover, this season is revealed in 

front and in the back.



#colours
superbe

A very sophisticated and evening range illuminate 
these bodysuits for pieces to wear on all 

occasions.

Gold is a strong underlying trend, we 
need light, fantasy, bling! to re-enchant 

everyday life.



We are in a period where taking care of your daily 
life is a priority.

Taking care of your body also means accepting 
your body.

#inclusive

superbe

And take a benevolent look at the difference.
The body is a shape easily adaptable to all body 

types.



superbe

#womenThis benevolence is a response to the Body Positive 
movement with a real change of look on all types of 

skin, breasts, buttocks.
Valuing these differences as so many generous gifts 

from nature.

Lingerie must be able to invent a palette as wide and adaptable 
as there are multiple bodies and generous women. 

Between them, women are a strong community spirit to open 
minds and the gaze of others. 



kat the label

superbe

It is fantasy !
It adapts to all times of the day: to chill out at home, to start an evening together, to 

enhance your cleavage.

IT takes care of you, it pampers you !



princesse tam tam etam

He reinvents himself. 
To wear easily.

The collar is a real argument for a makeover. 



new shapes for everyday lingerie, 
adaptable for yoga

2// Lingerie without constraints:
the seamless and without underwire, 
comfort above all

- Lingerie was a top-selling sector during this period of crisis.
- In the same way as beauty treatments.
- Because lingerie comforts us and supports us, it is an everyday ally.
- I would even say more: she is a partner of our well-being.
- After time of time working from home to listen to our body and our needs 

again, we no longer want to constrain and lock it up.



etam

ysé

oysho

#comfort
This is why the seamless becomes a must have.

Ally of tired moments, too stressful days and moments of 
races to bring a total freedom of comfort.

The underwire for the bra has become outdated, if not 
unbearable, especially after this year of covid.

A real fundamental movement is against the frames and 
affirms free breasts. 



maison close

Belle you

This is why the seamless offers a compromise to a flexible support. 
Comfortable and aesthetic under a T-shirt.

The colors are tinted neutrals to match all skin types.
Kardashian-style silhouettes have brought the corsairs 

up to date, the enveloping shapes halfway between 
lingerie and sportswear.



Skims

Skims

#inclusive
After this body positive movement, lingerie wants to be inclusive !

For all women, all figures, all skin colors.

Seamless lingerie is a real answer to comfort and simplicity. 
It can be worn by all women.



Skims

The color range is directly inspired by skin tones.

To become a second skin.



Skims

Shapes are new.
And become very enveloping.

In increasingly comfortable materials.

The seamless has made it possible to innovate, to combine 
comfort and more flexible support but still support.



Belle youalways so me

Calvin Klein

#sportswear shapes

Sportswear shapes are worn every day.
For necklines that are more indented.



ysé

zaraatelier 1904

Without reinforcement, the shapes are more fanciful.
The triangle shape is ideal for attractive necklines.



Skims

The wire-free and seamless offer is part of this underlying trend of Inclusiveness !



It is lingerie that shows itself.

Which is worn differently, in nightwear, but also for sport, for 
moments of relaxation.



ysé
princesse tamtam

This casual offer is also fancy.

It can be colored.
Bi-material and with lace.



understatement

The ranges are colored for intense accents.

In energizing tones.



understatement

ysé

#gorgeous

The shapes are enveloping.
To be guessed under the clothes.



princesse tamtam

ysé

Bras are major pieces of this offer.



A new purchasing awareness for eco-responsible 
products but also in controlled manufacturing….

3// Lingerie and beachwear / conscious! : recycled and slow manufacturing

- Brands and distributors will have to be pioneers, reinvent customer 
relationships to breathe new life into the market, and find a new balance 
between brand-distributor-consumer.



cotton on body ysé

First of all,
The product will be the hero. Brands will need to equip it with all the 

portraits of seduction, desire, for the acquisition with knowledge.

Brands understand our needs for comfort, movement.

The brand universe as sister values of 
our good practices.

The commitment expressed by each will 
be unifying and a criterion for 

membership.



les rituelles

A new criterion appears, balance.
Faced with the uncertainty of the future, everyone is able to 
bond, to exchange good contacts, to be of service, to reach 

out, for the survival of each.

The color ranges are in neutral tones.
For new timeless.

For parts to be stored for the long term.



understatement

This is why, the balance in our relationship to 

consumption will be a quest full of common 
sense to ensure the survival of businesses, the 

work of our neighbours, the recovery of the 
economy for a collective dynamic.

Everyone is aware of the support they need and therefore of the 
support they must give in return, but not at any cost but that of 

committing to good practices.



ysé

Buying consciously will therefore ask for, or even demand, more information about the products.

The questions linked to the climate problem are major 
issues which until now did not find radical answers to 

change mentalities and practices.

This crisis could lead to a real transformation and not a simple return to normalcy.
It is up to us to decide and to clarify our choices, to redirect our priorities.



nénés paris

alohas

esquisse

#well-being

The origin of the products will be a purchasing criterion, in the same way that we wish to 
eat local. Environmental impact now counts.

Lingerie, sports and homewear are close 
friends, allies of our well-being. Consumption 

in this sector will evolve from practical to 
essential.



aya label

Commitments to the future will be reassuring 
signals for the consumer, hoping not to be fooled 

by a fashion effect but by a real awareness. 

In the same way that we are faithful to our 
market gardener when he serves us well, we will 

be loyal to constant brands, inscribed in the 
future and a communication of sharing, of 

balance.



amaella madara

Faced with environmental issues, manufacturers are interested in slower manufacturing methods.

To cultivate your identity, your world 
and combine colors with everything 

else in your wardrobe.



amaella

esquisse

#identity
New brands are emerging.

Engaged in processes that respect people and the 
traceability of raw materials.



aya label

Green, always green …
Even the automobile gets started.
Green brings us closer to nature.

Gives us confidence.
And embodies a color of commitment.

Both beachwear and lingerie like green.



devi swims

simplement

#commitments

Feed on our commitments and the brands 
that we endorse with our purchases.

Now society looks and judges what we do.

Buying with conscience allows us to 
value our values and remain true to 

ourselves, to find our social and 
personal place.



We have recognized the dangers of overproduction, of poor 
quality food for our body but also for the pollution of our 

environment.



chantelle

chantelle

Choosing qualitative fashion products is the same 
approach, the same commitment to respect the 

planet, human know-how and can promise a 
sustainable industry.



4// Lingerie / the alluring panties! :
The panties become more complex for more fantasies, the star of the lingerie

new cuts for a new and seductive 
lingerie panty!

- Astonishment the lingerie turns away from the bra because it is the issue of 
questioning and positioning women for comfort. More and more young 
women and women decide not to wear them anymore to be free.
This is why the panties become the lingerie piece of all eyes and all desires
the panties are fancy, she is the star of lingerie.



chantal thomass

The panties show.
It envelops and therefore the raw material is more and more sophisticated.

Shapes become fancy and the details are more and more worked.



clare bare

The panties are as worked as 
ready-to-wear pieces like here 
these panties inspired by the 

corset.

The panties are laced.
Frown.



kat the label

Tattoo lace is very popular for panties which alone must play the role of seduction, mystery and aesthetics.



only hearts

The panties are light.

Now tulle, veil and silk are becoming favorite materials.



ysé

This model has much more by its design.

This tattoo lace plays with the skin to 
sublimate it

but the panties are here the most desirable 
bouquet of this lingerie set.



germaine des prés

Deciding to buy only panties is also a way of accepting 
the young girl in us.

A way to regain our freedom on the archetypes of society.
Allow yourself to be yourself.



house of marlow

The ruffles, the knots, the gathers make it unique.

To be guessed under pants.
Allow yourself romanticism as a new seduction.



Minou bonjour

The panties dare the volume with the use of elastics.

The panties have messages, strong prints to allow 
yourself to be seen.

The panties are not here incognito !!



Minou bonjour

They are worn at night, like night clothes.

In colorful tones.
Who are noticed and revealed.



madara

They are as light as air for moments of ultimate seduction.

Veils are in the spotlight for accessory panties.



chantal thomass germaine des prés

Germaine des prés offers a selection of panties with 
message.

Chantal Thomass decorates the panties 
like a jewel.

In the face of this period of crisis, humans are in 
search of identity.

This is why the panties become a jewel and an 
accessory to highlight our choices, our desires and 

our favorites.



superbe

Brands assert themselves as allies of our beauty.

Of our well-being.
Of our confidence in us !



5// Beachwear / cut-outs, asymmetrical and bikinis: live your body without taboos, dare to show your skin.

The swimsuit is made of light fabric for free 
bodies of their movements

- Both swimsuits and lingerie take advantage of this wind of freedom and this 
need for recklessness to undress our bodies.
The cut-out is a strong trend for beachwear live your body without taboos, 
dare to show your skin.
The swimsuit is made of light fabric for free bodies of their movements.



alohas

christopher esber

#cut-out

The shapes are new, with almost indecent cutouts !  



alohas

alohas

#backless

Everything is very indented,
and the backs are bare !

Open back is possible for small breasts.
He is very fashionable.



lounge

devi swim

#inspired

All these cuts are inspired by sport.

The pieces are minimalist to use as little fabric as possible !



maygel coronel

andrea lyamah

This cut-out trend is an opportunity to rework the pieces in a decorative way.

For ever more 
spectacular 

necklines and 
suggestive 
openings.



attico

For a very colorful range.

Where everything is allowed and 
goes with evening outfits.

The swimsuit remains a beauty 
accessory for the evening too.



devi swim 

maygel coronel

#laces
The laces offer patterns on the skins.



zimmermann

zimmermann

The patterns are in the game
and offers swimsuits that look like haute-

couture tops.

This idea of the cut-out allows you to use accessories for 
divas shapes.



zimmermann

palm

Asymmetrical shapes are desirable and 
very fashionable to create ready-to-

wear swimsuits to combine with a skirt 
or pants.



alohas

livy

#indentations

The indentations play in all directions and for all parts of the body, 
inspiring right down to the t-shirt.

Show off your skin and make it 
light for the summer.

It is a form of freedom for the body to 
reinvest life and body movements.



onne

Shapes inspired by sport.

From the 80s, for total body freedom.



mode operanti

H&M

Cutouts that act as clothing and that can be 
combined with your wardrobe.



Thank you for your attention, I hope you now have an 
overview of the market and especially the desire to support 

this creative process where lingerie gains the status of 
everyday ally to reinvent everyday comfort.

It is an ideal time for innovation! Thank you for your engagement.



THANK YOU 

FOR YOUR SMILE AND ATTENTION

Vanessa Causse
vanessacausse@gmail.com


